Energy efficiency indicators
Key recommendations
on statistics and policymaking
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Overview of IEA’s indicators work
 Establish a harmonised framework for data
collection and analysis
• Harmonisation => Comparability
• Comparability => Understanding of global trends and drivers

 Produce meaningful cross-country analysis to provide
guidance to policy-makers on:
•
•
•
•

Underlying drivers (economic activity & structure, income, prices...)
Trends in energy use and CO2 emissions
Energy efficiency opportunities and progress
Policy effectiveness
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Basics of data collection
 1. Basic principles
• Do not collect statistics for the sake of collecting statistics;
collect only what is necessary.
• Identify which data already exist before embarking on a costly
collection programme.
• Learn from the experience of other countries

 2. What sectors and end uses to consider?
• First decide which policy questions should be answered
• Make use of energy balances for an overview of the country’s
consumption
• Disaggregate data further, to understand which sub-sectors or
end uses drive energy consumption within each of the sectors.
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How to collect data
 Administrative sources

 Measuring

 Surveying

 Modelling

Source: IEA (2014), Energy Efficiency Indicators: Fundamentals on Statistics, Paris, 28-34.
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Indicators as a basis for policy
 Understand the context and policy options: The driving forces-stateresponse framework
• Information about why the end users use energy the way they do: the driving
forces of energy demand
• Information about what currently exists and how it performs: the state of
energy consumption
• Information about policy options and potential impact: the response that
policies should enable.

 Let policy be guided by indicators analysis
• Evaluate the impact of each of the elements on energy consumption
• Determine which elements have the largest potential to reduce energy
consumption
• Prioritise programmes for the development of energy efficiency policies
accordingly.

 What can the energy efficiency indicators be used for?
• Identifying energy efficiency potentials and targets
• Monitoring progress and evaluating impacts of energy efficiency policies
• Modelling future energy consumption trends and scenario development
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Indicators at work: How different factors
are affecting energy demand over time
Isolating the role of economy, structure and energy
efficiency impacts on TFC
Decomposition of Total Final Consumption by factor and isolated
impact of each factor on energy demand (compared to 2001)
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Indicators at work (II):
Using indicators to estimate energy savings
Since 2001 energy efficiency investments saved more
cumulative energy (1700 Mtoe) than the annual TFC of the
United States and Germany
TFC and hypothetical energy use without energy efficiency improvements since 2001
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IEA resources on indicators (free download)
 Fundamentals on statistics
• to provide guidance on how to collect the data
needed for indicators
• includes a compilation of existing practices from
across the world
•

Download: http://bit.ly/eei-statistics

 Essentials for policy makers
• to provide guidance to develop and interpret
energy efficiency indicators
•

Download: http://bit.ly/eei-policy

 Energy Efficiency Indicators Statistics:
Country Practices Database
•

http://www.iea.org/eeindicatorsmanual
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